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Tiny hands to hold your finger, the softest cheeks to kiss, the biggest 
eyes staring deep into your soul. Oh, baby! Congrats on this special 
moment in your life. We are honoured to be part of this unique moment 
and thank you for your trust in allowing us to help you with clean, safe 
and soft products for the nursery and bathroom. In this collection, you 
will find Baby Bath Oil, Hair Lotion, Room Spray and a gift set that 
includes Hair & Body wash, and Body Milk. Easy to combine, easy to 
use, easy to love.

Discover 3 new and unique themes, quotes and prints: Underwater 
Adventure, Floating on Cloud Nine, and To the Moon and Stars.  
We know a baby’s scent can be both the best and worst smell in the 
world. That’s why we added a sheer, perfume-free fragrance with a hint 
of Lily of the Valley & SoftPeach.

When it comes to gifting for a little one, the last thing on your mind 
should be worrying about whether your present is “safe enough”.  
With this collection, developed by parents, we want to make sure you 
treat the little one with worry-free products. All products in this line 
are curated to suit the delicate skin of babies. That’s why you won’t 
find any unnecessary ingredients in any of these formulas; no dyes, no 
sulfates, no alcohol, no parabens. Safe for babies, safe for grown-ups, 
safe for the earth. Enjoy this magical time of your life, and thank you 
for sharing it with us.

OH BABY,



GIRLS boys unisex

Change into your bathing suit, we’re 
sailing off! Hop aboard, and together we 
will discover the wonders of the oce-
ans. Play with the dolphins, splash in the  
water and swim with the turtles. This 
bubbly print is inspired by the colours of 
our underwater friends, the joy of play-
ing at the beach and our love for the 
ocean. To honour our love for the oceans 
and all their inhabitants, we make sure 
the formulas in this fin-tastic collection 
are clean and free of dyes, sulfates and  
parabens. Water you waiting for, let’s sail 
away!

Underwater adventure

Go pack your suitcase, today we fly! 
Let’s jump on fluffy clouds, float with the  
birdies and watch the earth underneath our 
feet. The feeling of flying, it’s carefree. This 
fly-tastic print is inspired by the colours of 
the sky, the scents of the air and the care-
freeness of flying with the birds. We made 
sure not to overpack, so the formulas in 
this playful collection are clean, and free 
of dyes, sulfates and parabens. It’s time to 
board our flight, let’s take off!

Head in the clouds

Don’t forget your space suit, we’re leaving 
for the moon! Hop in your spaceship, and 
together we will discover the wonders of 
the universe. Let’s count the stars, have 
a picnic on the moon and wave to other  
astronauts. This out-of-this-world print is 
inspired by the colours of Super Novas, 
the bravery of the shining stars in our lives 
and the big undiscovered. We only have 
space for the bare essentials, so we made 
sure the formulas in this playful collection 
are clean, and free of dyes, sulfates and  
parabens. Let’s shoot for the stars, it's time 
for lift-off!

My shooting star
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intro themes
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collection

BABY BATH OIL & 
HAIR LOTION

BABY ROOMSPRAY BABY GIFT SET

This baby bath oil is made with 95% natural ingredients. 
The delicate skin of your baby will be soft and smooth 
thanks to apricot kernel oil and sweet almond oil. Add a  
little to the bath and mix with your hands. With calming  
benefits of chamomile and liquorice root and a subtle scent of 
Lily of the valley & Soft Peach. This bath oil comes in 3 cute 
prints.

For the first pony tails, mohawk or curls. Spray this  
ultra-mild hair lotion after bath time to give the little hairs 
a delicious and subtle scent, and style however you like. 
This hair lotion comes in 3 different prints. In addition to  
calming chamomile, baby hair lotion contains 92.6% natural  
ingredients. Happy New Hair!

This room spray refreshes the nursery and will remind you 
of your little one. The perfume is hypoallergenic and comes 
in 3 happy prints. With a smaller nozzle for a subtle spritz. 
This room spray does not only smell delicious with a touch of 
Lily of the valley & Soft Peach, but the perfume is also 100%  
hypoallergenic and the prints look beautiful in every nursery.

This essential duo is made to nourish the delicate skin of 
 little ones and comes in 3 cute prints. This gift set comes with 
baby body & hair wash, and baby body milk. Body and hair 
wash contains aloe vera and apricot kernel oil to nourish the 
skin, and the relaxing benefits of chamomile create a comfor-
ting environment for baby and grown-up. Baby body milk is an 
ultra-mild lotion thanks to shea butter and apricot kernel oil. 
Both products come in a bio-based sugar cane tube and are 
lightly scented with a subtle touch of Lily of the valley & Soft 
Peach.

About the products - how to use
overview



GIRLS
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COLLECTION

Hair lotion
1012122

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Room spray
1012123

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Bath oil
1012121

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands
Suitable for every hair type

Vegan 
Hypoallergenic perfume 
Made in the Netherlands



GIRLS
gift set

Gift set 
 Body milk / Hair & body wash

1012125
Pre-pack: 6

Tubes: 150 ML

6

Hypoallergenic perfume  
Made in the Netherlands
Vegan



boys
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COLLECTION

Hair lotion
1012132

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Room spray
1012133

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Bath oil
1012131

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands
Suitable for every hair type

Vegan 
Hypoallergenic perfume 
Made in the Netherlands



BOYS
gift set
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Gift set 
 Body milk / Hair & body wash

1012135
Pre-pack: 6

Tubes: 150 ML
Hypoallergenic perfume  
Made in the Netherlands
Vegan



unisex
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COLLECTION

Hair lotion
1012142

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Room spray
1012143

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Bath oil
1012141

Pre-pack: 6
150 ML

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands

Vegan 
Suitable for newborn babies 
Made in the Netherlands
Suitable for every hair type

Vegan 
Hypoallergenic perfume 
Made in the Netherlands
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Gift set 
 Body milk / Hair & body wash

1012145
Pre-pack: 6

Tubes: 150 ML
Hypoallergenic perfume  
Made in the Netherlands
Vegan

unisex
gift set
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BABY
DISPLAY

Baby display
9010105



L o o k b o o k
T h e  G i f t  Lab e l



confetti cards

This baby themed card is covered in vintage 
coloured confetti. It comes with a trans-

parent envelope and address sticker. The 
party starts the moment the card arrives in 
the mail! We can even write and send it for 

you! Let’s celebrate new beginnings!

Details
24 different prints

Address sticker inside
Delivered with confetti

Display 
Display confetti cards

78cm x 31 cm
Get a special discount when you

order a display!

PRE-PACKED
IN 6 PIECES

1012607



1077701 1077702  1077703 1077708

 1077713 1077709  1077715  1077716

 1077704  1077705 1077706 1077707

 1077710  1077711  1077712 1077714

1077717 1077718 1077719 1077720  1077721  1077722  1077723  1077724



greeting 
cards

We present to you our happy greeting 
cards! Forty times fantastic, fabulous 

and fun! Our cards come with a colored 
envelope - made from recycled paper - 

and a fun sticker to seal it. The prints are 
ridiculously happy and crazy original! Be 

italic. Be bold. But never regular!

Details

Made from recycled paper
40 different prints

PRE-PACKED
IN 6 PIECES



1088801 1088802 1088803 1088804 1088805

1088806 1088807 1088808 1088809 1088810

1088811 1088812 1088813 1088814 1088815

1088816 1088817 1088818 1088819 1088820



1088821 1088822 1088823 1088824 108825

1088826 1088827 1088828 1088829 1088830

1088831 1088832 1088833 1088834 1088835

1088836 1088837 1088838 1088839 1088840



cut out 
cards

Have you ever seen such cute cut out 
cards? They come in all different kinds 
of shapes and colors. You will definitely 
surprise someone when sending these 
creative and happy masterpieces. We 
promise. Or maybe even use them to 
decorate the walls in your cozy home. 

Create the things you wish existed. We do.

Details

24 different prints
special stickersheet inside

envelope is recycled

PRE-PACKED
IN 6 PIECES



1066601 1066602 1066603 1066604 1066605

1066606 1066607 1066608 1066609 1066610

1066611 1066612 1066613 1066614 1066615

1066616 1066617 1066618 1066619 1066620

1066621 1066622 1066623 1066624



confetti
cards

Throw kindness around like confetti! These 
cards with see-through envelopes are 

covered in colored confetti and so much 
fun to receive! The party starts the moment 

your beloved one gets it in the mail. This 
card will make you want to celebrate life! 

Psst, we also designed some confetti cards 
for The Gift Label Baby Line.

Details

35 different prints
special adress sticker inside

delivered with confetti

PRE-PACKED
IN 6 PIECES



1055501 1055502 1055503 1055504 1055505

1055506 1055507 1055508 1055509 1055510

1055511 1055512 1055513 1055514 1055515

1055516 1055517 1055518 1055519 1055520



1055521 1055522 1055523 1055524 1055525

1055526 1055527 1055528 1055529 1055530

1055531 1055532 1055533 1055534 1055535



delivery

Display confetti cards
78cm x 31 cm

Display greeting cards
182 cm x 27 cm

Display cut out cards
185 cm x 23 cm

Details

Get a special discount when you order a 
display! 

PRE-PACKED
IN 6 PIECES

9008101
9008001 9010001



www.thegiftlabel.com

Danzigerbocht 45L
1013 AM Amsterdam, The Netherlands

+31 (0) 20 370 51 70
info@thegiftlabel.com
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